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In spite of the obvious deterrence for 
experimentalists of the high toxicity of beryllium 
compounds,[1] a great deal is now known about 
the organometallic and coordination chemistry 
of beryllium.[2] Beryllium compounds that have 
been studied experimentally and especially 
computationally include various systems that 
feature BeBe bonding and/or very short BeBe 
distances.[3-19] For example, it has been shown 
for various choices of X, such as a fluorine atom 
or an appropriate N-heterocyclic carbene ligand, 
that certain XBeBeX species feature Be−Be 
bonds that are both significantly stronger and 
shorter than the weak and rather long bond in 
Be2.[3-4] We note that Liu et al. have interpreted 
the bonding in the octahedral Be2(2-Li)4 cluster, 
and others, in terms of a Be=Be double-π bond[10] 
and the bonding in Be2X4Y2 clusters (X = Li, Na 
and Y = Li, Na, K) in terms of Be≡Be triple 
bonds.[15] Calculations and analysis carried out by 
Rohman et al. also support the notion of Be≡Be 
triple bonds in various systems, including Be2X6 
(X = Li, Na), but they found the BeBe bonding to 
be ultra-weak in spite of the very short BeBe 
distances.[16-17] Indeed, some systems have been 
studied both experimentally and 
computationally, such as the rhombic Be2O2 
cluster, which feature very short BeBe distances 
in the absence of any direct BeBe chemical 
bonding.[8-9, 11] 
There has been significant recent computational 
interest in predicting the existence of potentially 
stable beryllium complexes that feature ultra-
short BeBe distances,[6, 12-13, 18-19] regardless of 
whether or not they actually involve any direct 
chemical bonds between the beryllium atoms. 
The present work was motivated by one such 
study in which three bridging hydrogen atoms 
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were used potentially to simulate the effect of a 
Be≡Be triple bond, with the outcome that 
particularly short BeBe distances were predicted 
for various systems, including the D3h [BeH3Be]+ 
cation.[13] Our main goal here is to investigate the 
nature of the bonding interactions in this type of 
system, especially the D3h [MH3M]+ cations 
(M = Be, Mg), including those ‘capped’ by He or 
Ne atoms (as proxies for an inert gas matrix). To 
this end, we follow all-electron CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ 
geometry optimizations with spin-coupled 
generalized valence bond (SCGVB) calculations 
and the analysis of localized natural orbitals and 
domain-averaged Fermi holes. 
It is our expectation that the various systems we 
study should all correspond to local minima on 
their respective potential energy surfaces and 
that their electronic structures are somewhat 
more likely to involve highly polar three-center 
two-electron (3c-2e) M−H−M bonding character 
rather than direct metal-metal chemical bonds. 
We note in this context that Kalita et al.[14] 
detected in the LiMH2MLi system 
(M =Be, Mg, Ca) with two bridging H atoms the 
presence of two 3c-2e M−H−M bonds that were 
said to be reminiscent of the bonding situation in 
diborane. As is well known, the introduction of 
the 3c-2e bonding motif[20] for electron deficient 
systems led to great advances in the 
understanding of many classes of molecules, 
including boron hydrides.[21-22] 
Theoretical and computational details 
The geometries of various D3h [MH3M]+ cations 
(M = Be, Mg), including those ‘capped’ by noble 
gas (Ng) atoms He or Ne (as represented in 
Figure 1), were optimized at the all-electron 
CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ level using MOLPRO.[23-24] We 
then checked in each case that all of the 
vibrational frequencies were positive, thereby 
confirming that we have located local minima. 
All of the subsequent calculations and analysis 
were carried out at these optimized geometries, 
using cc-pVQZ basis sets throughout. 
 
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the 
geometries of D3h [NgMH3MNg]+ cations.  
The spin-coupled generalized valence bond 
(SCGVB) wavefunctions considered here for the 
six valence electrons of the MH3M moieties take 
the form 
𝛹SCGVB(6)






in which the 𝜙𝑖 are the six singly-occupied 
nonorthogonal active orbitals and the total 
active space spin function Θ0,0
6  is a linear 
combination of all five linearly independent ways 
that the spins of these six electrons can be 
coupled to yield a state with S = 0 and MS = 0.[25] 
All of the closed-shell and active orbitals were 
fully optimized as expansions in the full 
molecular basis set, simultaneously with the 
expansion coefficients of Θ0,0
6 . All of these 
SCGVB(6) calculations were carried out using the 
CASVB module[26-30] in MOLPRO.[23-24] 
We also calculated the corresponding ‘6 electron 
in 6 orbitals’ complete active space self-
consistent field, i.e. CASSCF(6,6), wavefunctions. 
Additionally, full-valence CASSCF calculations, 
with all allowed distributions of six electrons in 
eleven orbitals, were carried out for the ‘bare’ 
D3h [MH3M]+ cations (M = Be, Mg); such 
CASSCF(6,11) calculations were also carried out 
for the corresponding systems capped by Ng 
(Ng = He, Ne) atoms. All of these various CASSCF 




In addition to examining the highly-visual 
SCGVB(6) descriptions of these various systems, 
we also performed domain-averaged Fermi hole 
(DAFH) analysis.[31-37] It proved especially 
informative to consider ‘holes’ that are averaged 
over multi-atom domains, each formed as the 
union of individual quantum theory of atoms in 
molecules (QTAIM) domains.[38] Such DAFH 
analysis not only provides information about any 
electron pairs that remain intact within each of 
the chosen fragments but also about the broken 
or dangling valences that are created by the 
(formal) bond splitting that would be required to 
isolate that fragment from the rest of the 
molecule. With this in mind, we took one domain 
to be the union of the two M atom QTAIM 
domains and another to be the complementary 
domain formed from the union of the three H 
atom QTAIM domains. In this way, we can detect 
whether there is any direct MM bonding and we 
can identify the nature of the MHM interactions. 
In the special case that the domain is taken 
instead to be the whole molecule, i.e. exhausting 
the complete space, DAFH analysis corresponds 
to the generation of localized natural orbitals 
(LNOs). All of the DAFH and LNO analysis 
described in the present work used our own 
codes, with the required QTAIM analysis[38] 
carried out with AIMAll.[39] Using the same 
isovalue throughout, pictorial depictions of 
SCGVB orbitals, LNOs and DAFH functions were 
produced using Virtual Reality Markup Language 
(VRML) files generated with Molden.[40] 
Results and discussion 
Key geometrical parameters for D3h [MH3M]+ and 
[NgMH3MNg]+ cations, optimized at the all-
electron CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ level of theory, are 
presented in Table 1. Our values for the 
beryllium species are very similar to those 
reported by Zhao et al.,[13] with the small 
differences being mostly due to the use here of 
a different basis set. Whether M is Be or Mg, we 
observe from Table 1 that the capping of D3h 
[MH3M]+ cations with Ng atoms leads only to 
very small increases in the MHM angle and thus 
in the MM distances, but it has practically no 
effect on the MH distances. The observation of 
such small changes to the D3h geometries 
indicates that there are only relatively weak 
interactions with the Ng atoms. As such we can 
anticipate that the nature of the bonding 
interactions in the central MH3M moieties 
should change relatively little when the D3h 
[MH3M]+ cations are capped with He or Ne 
atoms. 
Table 1. Distances (Å) and angles (degrees) for D3h 
[MH3M]
+ and [NgMH3MNg]
+ cations, optimized at the all-
electron CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ level of theory. 
M Ng rMM rMH rNgM θMHM 
Be  1.672 1.451  70.37 
Be He 1.676 1.450 1.475 70.64 
Be Ne 1.679 1.451 1.702 70.71 
Mg  2.330 1.839  78.63 
Mg He 2.336 1.839 1.969 78.85 
 
Our BeBe distances turn out to be very slightly 
smaller (by about 0.01 Å) than the already small 
values found by Zhao et al..[13] We notice that the 
BeBe separations in the D3h [NgBeH3BeNg]+ 
cations are ca. 0.04 Å shorter than those found 
for the rhombic Be2O2 cluster.[8-9, 11] We are not 
aware of any previously reported geometries for 
the magnesium systems. We find that the MgMg 
separation in the D3h [HeMgH3MgHe]+ cation is 
shorter by ca. 0.03 Å than was found for the 
rhombic Mg2O2 cluster.[9, 11] 
The total energies from calculations at various 
levels of theory are reported in Table S1 in the 
Supporting Information. For each system, the 
energy difference between the SCGVB(6) and 
the corresponding CASSCF(6,6) descriptions was 
very small (ca. 3 kJ/mol); the SCGVB(6) 
wavefunctions for the various Be and Mg 
systems incorporate more than 96.8% and 
99.4%, respectively, of the non-dynamical 
correlation energy that is retrieved with the 
CASSCF(6,6) calculations. Increasing the number 
of active orbitals to 11, as in CASSCF(6,11), 
retrieved further energy lowerings in each case 
of ca. 120 kJ/mol. Much larger energy 




dynamical correlation incorporated in the all-
electron CCSD(T) calculations. It remains to be 
seen, however, whether our various modes of 
analysis reveal any significant differences in the 
nature of the bonding when we switch to 
different levels of theory. 
Beryllium systems 
We start by considering the nature of the 
SCGVB(6) descriptions of the bonding in the D3h 
[MH3M]+ cation. Although these calculations 
were carried out without imposing any 
symmetry relations amongst the active orbitals, 
we found in each case that the converged 
solution features two sets of three symmetry-
related orbitals, with each ‘pair’ being primarily 
associated with a particular Be−H−Be linkage. 
Symmetry-unique active orbitals 𝜙1 and 𝜙2 for 
D3h [BeH3Be]+ are depicted as the first two 
images in the top row of Figure 2. The remaining 
active orbitals for this cation are related to these 
two by successive ?̂?3 rotations around the 
principal axis. Whereas SCGVB orbital 𝜙1 has 
distinct three-center BeHBe character, orbital 𝜙2 
is somewhat more localized on the H atom. The 
orbital overlap ⟨𝜙1|𝜙2⟩ is 0.846 and we find that 
the perfect-pairing mode of spin coupling 
dominates the total active space spin function 
Θ0,0
6 , with a weight of 98.3% in the Kotani basis, 
so that the spins associated with 𝜙1 and 𝜙2 are 
predominantly coupled to a singlet. The 
observation that both of 𝜙1 and 𝜙2 have high 
amplitudes on the bridging H atom suggests that 
there is high polarity in the BeHBe units. All of 
this means that the SCGVB(6) description of the 
D3h [BeH3Be]+ cation corresponds primarily to 
three equivalent highly polar three-center 
two-electron (3c-2e) M−H−M bonding units, 
each reminiscent of those in diborane. 
As can be seen from Figures S2 and S3 in the 
Supporting Information, the corresponding 
SCGVB(6) orbitals for the D3h [NgBeH3BeNg]+ 
cations (Ng = He, Ne) are rather difficult to 
distinguish by eye from those for the ‘bare’ 
system; taken together with the dominance of 
the perfect-pairing mode of spin coupling, the 
SCGVB(6) descriptions for each of the ‘capped’ 
systems again corresponds primarily to three 
equivalent highly polar 3c-2e Be−H−Be bonding 
units. 
 
Figure 2. Symmetry-unique key valence 
functions (and occupation numbers where 
appropriate) from analysis of the SCGVB(6) 
description of the D3h [BeH3Be]+ cation. Also 
shown are QTAIM bond paths. 
We turn now to outcomes of DAFH analysis for 
the D3h [BeH3Be]+ SCGVB(6) wavefunction. In 
addition to the one-electron density and QTAIM 
analysis as input, full DAFH analysis for non-
exhaustive (combinations of) individual QTAIM 
domains requires in this case the use of the two-
electron density, which was readily available to 
us in the case of SCGVB and CASSCF 
wavefunctions. Such DAFH analysis for the 
domain comprising the union of the two 
beryllium atom QTAIM domains produces three 
symmetry-equivalent valence functions, each 
populated by 0.19 electrons (see the first image 
in the second row of Figure 2). Such an 
occupation number of 0.19 can be understood as 
the joint contribution from the two metal atoms 
to a shared electron pair of a particular 3c-2e 
Be−H−Be linkage. The corresponding DAFH 
analysis for the domain consisting of the union of 
the three hydrogen atom QTAIM domains also 
produces three symmetry-equivalent valence 
functions (see the second image in the second 
row of Figure 2). Each of these functions has an 
occupation number of 1.80, which can be 
understood as the complementary contribution 
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to the shared electron pair of a particular 3c-2e 
Be−H−Be linkage. The considerable disparity 
between the occupation numbers from 
complementary BeBe and HHH domains (0.19 
and 1.80, respectively) indicates that the 
electron pair in each Be−H−Be linkage is shared 
very unevenly, with high polarity across the 
three centers. The occupation numbers of the 
other non-core functions produced by the DAFH 
analysis were all sufficiently small that we did 
not examine them in any detail. 
The existence of the three 3c-2e Be−H−Be 
bonding units is also straightforwardly 
corroborated by the forms of the localized 
natural orbitals (LNOs) that result from simpler 
DAFH analysis performed for the domain 
involving the whole molecule. Such analysis still 
requires the one-electron density and QTAIM 
analysis as input, but not the two-electron 
density. We find that it yields in this case three 
degenerate valence LNOs with occupancies close 
to two. The forms of these LNOs (see the third 
image in the top row of Figure 2) are again 
strongly suggestive of three equivalent highly 
polar 3c-2e Be−H−Be bonding units. The 
occupation numbers of all of the remaining non-
core LNOs were sufficiently small that we did not 
examine them in any detail. 
As can be seen from Figures S2 and S3 in the 
Supporting Information, there were no 
significant differences in the corresponding 
valence LNOs and DAFH functions for the D3h 
[NgBeH3BeNg]+ SCGVB(6) wavefunctions. At 
most we observed fairly small changes in 
occupation numbers, on the order of 0.01. We 
have also examined the corresponding valence 
LNOs and DAFH functions for D3h [BeH3Be]+ and 
[NgBeH3BeNg]+ cations using different levels of 
theory, including CASSCF(6,11), CCSD and B3LYP. 
We found that there were slightly larger (but still 
very small) changes to occupation numbers but 
negligible changes to the forms of the various 
functions. (Note that for the DAFH analysis for 
BeBe and HHH domains at the CCSD and B3LYP 
levels of theory we used a reliable one-electron 
approximation[35] based on natural orbital 
occupation numbers.[41]) As a representative 
demonstration of the high similarity between 
these different sets of analyses we display in 
Figures S4 and S5 in the Supporting Information 
the dominant symmetry-unique valence LNOs 
that were obtained at different levels of theory. 
We now examine the QTAIM bond paths for the 
D3h [BeH3Be]+ cation, calculated using the 
SCGVB(6) wavefunction. These are depicted in 
the third image in the second row of Figure 2. 
(Note that in addition to the bond critical points, 
which are shown, there are corresponding ring 
and cage critical points, which have not been 
displayed.) Clearly there are curved bond paths 
linking Be and H atoms. There are also 
corresponding bond paths linking the H atoms, 
but no BeBe bond path. Indeed, the critical point 
at the center of this cation turns out to be a ring 
critical point, sandwiched between two cage 
critical points along the BeBe axis. We checked 
that the pattern of critical points and of bond 
paths was unchanged when we switched from 
SCGVB(6) to CASSCF(6,11), CCSD or B3LYP 
descriptions. (Additionally, as can be seen from 
the third image in the second row of Figure S2 in 
the Supporting Information, the basic pattern in 
the BeH3Be moiety was unchanged upon capping 
the ‘bare’ cation with He atoms.) 
Additional corroboration for the absence of any 
significant direct bonding between the beryllium 
centers is provided by various indicators of the 
metal-metal bond order, for which we report 
here the values of two somewhat different 
quantities. The first of these is the shared-
electron distribution index (SEDI),[42] also known 
as a delocalization index,[43] which provides a 
measure of the distribution of the electrons that 
are shared between two atomic domains. The 
other, denoted here as WAB, is based on an 
improved definition of two-center Wiberg-
Mayer bond orders for correlated singlet 
systems,[44] but re-expressed in AIM-generalized 
form.[11, 45] The values of SEDI(Be,Be) and of WBeBe 
for the SCGVB(6) description of the D3h [BeH3Be]+ 
cation turn out to be just 0.033 and 0.027, 




the absence of any significant direct metal-metal 
bonding. (Analogous small values were found for 
the D3h [NgMH3MNg]+ cations and we checked 
that changing the level of theory to 
CASSCF(6,11), CCSD or B3LYP, using the same 
cc-pVQZ basis sets, did not lead to significant 
changes.) 
Clearly there is no evidence in the forms of any 
of the valence LNOs, DAFH functions or SCGVB 
orbitals, or in bond indices and QTAIM analysis, 
for any significant direct BeBe bonding in the D3h 
[BeH3Be]+ and [NgBeH3BeNg]+ cations 
(Ng = He, Ne) at their all-electron 
CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ geometries. Instead the two 
positively-charged beryllium centers are held 
together with a very short BeBe distance by the 
three negatively-charged hydrogen centers, with 
a stabilizing contribution from three equivalent 
sets of highly polar 3c-2e Be−H−Be bonding 
character. 
Magnesium systems 
We carried out essentially the same modes of 
analysis for the D3h [MgH3Mg]+ and 
[HeMgH3MgHe]+ cations as we have described 
for the beryllium systems. Again we found, 
without the imposition of any symmetry 
relations amongst the active orbitals, that the 
converged SCGVB(6) solutions for the ‘bare’ D3h 
[MgH3Mg]+ cation features two sets of three 
symmetry-related orbitals, with each ‘pair’ being 
primarily associated with a particular Mg−H−Mg 
linkage (see first two images in the top row of 
Figure 3). The orbital overlap ⟨𝜙1|𝜙2⟩ is 0.825 
and the total active space spin function, Θ0,0
6 , is 
again dominated by the perfect-pairing mode: 
this system features three symmetry-equivalent 
highly polar 3c-2e Mg−H−Mg bonding units, 
albeit SCGVB orbital 𝜙1 appears to have a larger 
relative contribution from H than was the case 
for the various beryllium species. The dominant 
valence LNOs for the D3h [MgH3Mg]+ cation 
consist of three almost doubly-occupied 
symmetry-equivalent orbitals that are consistent 
with notions of 3c-2e character (see the third 
image in the top row of Figure 3). Except again 
for a larger relative contribution from H, there 
are obvious similarities to the bonding situation 
that we found for the beryllium species. 
 
Figure 3. Symmetry-unique key valence 
functions (and occupation numbers where 
appropriate) from analysis of the SCGVB(6) 
description of the D3h [MgH3Mg]+ cation. Also 
shown are QTAIM bond paths.  
Much the same turns out to be true for the 
dominant valence functions generated by means 
of DAFH analysis for the MgMg and HHH 
domains (see the first two images in the second 
row of Figure 3). Even the two occupation 
numbers of 0.19 and 1.79, representing the 
relative contributions to each Mg−H−Mg 
bonding unit from the MgMg and HHH domains, 
respectively, are much the same as in the 
beryllium systems. Unsurprisingly, the 
corresponding valence LNOs, DAFH functions 
and SCGVB orbitals for the D3h [HeMgH3MgHe]+ 
cation (see Figure S7 in the Supporting 
Information) turn out to be difficult to 
distinguish by eye from those for [MgH3Mg]+. 
Similarly, except for small changes in occupation 
numbers, we found that changing the level of 
theory had negligible effects on the valence 
LNOs and DAFH functions (see Figures S8 and S9 
in the Supporting Information for depictions of 
the various LNOs). 
The QTAIM bond paths for the D3h [MgH3Mg]+ 
cation are depicted in the third image in the 
second row of Figure 3. (As before, the ring and 
cage critical points have not been displayed.) The 
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pattern is the same as we saw for the D3h 
[BeH3Be]+ cation, confirming the similarity 
between these two systems: there are curved 
bond paths linking Mg and H atoms, as well as 
linking H atoms, but there is no MgMg bond 
path. As can be seen from the third image in the 
second row of Figure S7 in the Supporting 
Information, the basic pattern in the central 
moiety is unchanged upon capping the ‘bare’ D3h 
[MgH3Mg]+ cation with He atoms. The values of 
SEDI(Mg,Mg) and of WMgMg for the D3h 
[MgH3Mg]+ cation turn out to be just 0.039 and 
0.033, respectively, providing further 
confirmation of the absence of any significant 
direct metal-metal bonding. 
As was the case for the corresponding beryllium 
systems, there is no evidence in the forms of any 
of the valence LNOs, DAFH functions or SCGVB 
orbitals, or in bond indices and QTAIM analysis, 
for any significant direct MgMg bonding in the 
D3h [MgH3Mg]+ and [HeMgH3MgHe]+ cations at 
their all-electron CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ geometries. 
As before, we conclude that the two positively-
charged metal centers are held together with a 
short MM distance by the three negatively-
charged H centers, with a stabilizing contribution 
from three equivalent sets of highly polar 3c-2e 
M−H−M bonding character. 
We also briefly examined the ‘mixed’ system, i.e. 
the C3v [BeH3Mg]+ cation, for which geometrical 
parameters and total energies are presented in 
Tables S2 and S3 in the Supporting Information, 
respectively. As might have been expected, the 
resulting valence LNOs, DAFH functions and 
SCGVB orbitals (see Figures S10 to S13 in the 
Supporting Information) turn out to be ‘mixed’, 
closely resembling those for the D3h [BeH3Be]+ 
cation on the beryllium side of the 3c-2e 
Be−H−Mg bonding units and resembling those 
for the D3h [MgH3Mg]+ cation on the magnesium 
side. 
We observe that the BeMg separation in the D3h 
[BeH3Mg]+ cation is shorter by ca. 0.04 Å than 
was found for the BeMgO2 ring[11] but, consistent 
with the situation in the D3h [BeH3Be]+ and 
[MgH3Mg]+ cations, we find that there is no 
BeMg QTAIM bond path (see Figures S10 and S11 
in the Supporting Information, but one small 
difference is that there are also no longer any 
bond paths linking the H atoms in the ‘mixed’ 
case). The values of SEDI(Be,Mg) and of WBeMg of 
just 0.031 and 0.027, respectively, provide 
further confirmation of the absence of any 
significant direct metal-metal bonding in the C3v 
[BeH3Mg]+ cation, in spite of the short BeMg 
separation. 
Conclusions 
The present work was motivated by a recent 
study that reported particularly short BeBe 
separations for various cations based on a 
central D3h BeH3Be moiety,[13] with the presence 
of the three bridging hydrogen atoms being 
claimed to simulate the effect of a Be≡Be triple 
bond.[13] We have carried out all-electron 
CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ geometry optimization for the 
D3h [MH3M]+ cations (M = Be, Mg), with and 
without ‘capping’ by He or Ne atoms (as proxies 
for an inert gas matrix). In order to investigate 
the nature of the chemical bonding we then used 
SCGVB and CASSCF calculations (amongst 
others), together with the analysis of valence 
localized natural orbitals and domain-averaged 
Fermi holes, as well as bond indices and QTAIM 
bond paths. We also briefly examined the 
‘mixed’ system, i.e. the C3v [BeH3Mg]+ cation. 
In each case we found no evidence for any 
significant direct metal-metal bonding. Instead 
the short separations are the result of the 
positively-charged metal centers being held 
close together by the three negatively-charged 
hydrogen centers, with a stabilizing contribution 
from three equivalent sets of highly polar 3c-2e 
M−H−M bonding character. 
We concur with Zhao et al.[13] that the D3h 
[BeH3Be]+ cation is a very interesting target for 
experimental work, whether it involves trapping 
the ‘bare’ cations in inert gas matrices or 
potentially isolating species based on 
[L→MH3M′←L]+ moieties. The present work 




D3h [MgH3Mg]+ cation and even for the ‘mixed’ 
C3v [BeH3Mg]+ cation. 
Keywords: Ultra-short metal-metal distances; 
Spin-coupled generalized valence bond (SCGVB) 
calculations; Localized natural orbitals; Domain-
averaged Fermi hole analysis; Three-center two-
electron bonding. 
Additional Supporting Information may be 
found in the online version of this article. 
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S1. Energies for D3h [MH3M]+ and [NgMH3MNg]+ cations (M = Be, Mg) 
Table S1. Total energies (cc-pVQZ basis) for [MH3M]
+ and [NgMH3MNg]
+ cations, calculated at 
the all-electron CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ D3h geometries. 
 M = Be  M = Mg 
Method ‘bare’ Ng = He Ng = Ne  ‘bare’ Ng = He 
RHF -30.692417 -36.434555 -287.801165  -400.699443 -406.428468 
SCGVB(6) -30.728105 -36.470178 -287.836597  -400.736924 -406.465702 
CASSCF(6,6) -30.729260 -36.471315 -287.837759  -400.737151 -406.465922 
CASSCF(6,11) -30.774290 -36.515549 -287.880005  -400.770221 -406.498915 
CCSD(T) -30.884913 -36.717176 -288.672113  -400.901366 -406.715659 
B3LYP -30.967936 -36.824799 -288.951241  -401.711673 -407.549931 
 
S2. Additional results for D3h [BeH3Be]+ and [NgBeH3BeNg]+ cations 
Figure S1. Symmetry-unique key functions (and occupation numbers where appropriate) from 
analysis of the SCGVB(6) description of the D3h [BeH3Be]
+ cation. Also shown are 




Figure S2. Symmetry-unique key functions (and occupation numbers where appropriate) from 
analysis of the SCGVB(6) description of the D3h [HeBeH3BeHe]
+ cation. Also shown are 
QTAIM bond paths. 
 
Figure S3. Symmetry-unique key functions (and occupation numbers where appropriate) from 





Figure S4. Symmetry-unique dominant valence LNOs (and occupation numbers) for the D3h 
[BeH3Be]
+ cation obtained with different methods. 
 
Figure S5. Symmetry-unique dominant valence LNOs (and occupation numbers) for D3h 
[NgBeH3BeNg]
+ cations obtained with different methods: top row, Ng = He; bottom row, 




S3. Additional results for D3h [MgH3Mg]+ and [HeMgH3MgHe]+ cations 
Figure S6. Symmetry-unique key functions (and occupation numbers where appropriate) from 
analysis of the SCGVB(6) description of the D3h [MgH3Mg]
+ cation. Also shown are 
QTAIM bond paths. (See also Figure 3.) 
 
Figure S7. Symmetry-unique key functions (and occupation numbers where appropriate) from 
analysis of the SCGVB(6) description of the D3h [HeMgH3MgHe]
+ cation. Also shown 




Figure S8. Symmetry-unique dominant valence LNOs (and occupation numbers) for the D3h 
[MgH3Mg]
+ cation obtained with different methods. 
 
Figure S9. Symmetry-unique dominant valence LNOs (and occupation numbers) for the D3h 
[HeMgH3MgHe]





S4. Results for the ‘mixed’ C3v [BeH3Mg]+ and [HeBeH3MgHe]+ cations 
Table S2. Distances (Å) and angles (degrees) for C3v [NgBeH3MgNg]
+ cations optimized at the all-
electron CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ level of theory. 
Ng rBeMg rBeH rMgH rNgBe rNgMg θBeHMg θMgBeH 
 2.003 1.426 1.862   73.71 63.15 
He[a] 2.005 1.429 1.853 1.494 1.960 74.03 62.70 
[a] Although this C3v geometry does not correspond to a local minimum, the energy lowering to 
a Cs structure with a non-collinear HeBeMgHe arrangement is very small indeed (40.3 
microhartree). 
Table S3. Total energies (cc-pVQZ basis) for C3v [BeH3Mg]
+ and [HeBeH3MgHe]
+ cations, 
calculated at the all-electron CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ C3v geometries. 
Method ‘bare’ Ng = He 
RHF -215.706253 -221.438923 
SCGVB(6)[a] -215.742309 -221.474799 
CASSCF(6,6) -215.742893 -221.475385 
CASSCF(6,11) -215.786453 -221.518662 
CCSD(T) -215.904013 -221.724970 
B3LYP -216.349310 -222.194517 
[a] These SCGVB(6) wavefunctions incorporate 98.4% of the non-dynamical correlation energy 
that is retrieved with the corresponding CASSCF(6,6) calculations, with the energy 
differences between the two descriptions being very small (ca. 1.5 kJ/mol);. Increasing the 




Figure S10. Symmetry-unique key functions (and occupation numbers where appropriate) from 
analysis of the SCGVB(6) description of the C3v [BeH3Mg]
+ cation. Also shown are 
QTAIM bond paths. The BeMg axis runs from left to right. 
 
Figure S11. Symmetry-unique key functions (and occupation numbers where appropriate) from 
analysis of the SCGVB(6) description of the C3v [HeBeH3MgHe]
+ cation. Also shown 




Figure S12. Symmetry-unique dominant valence LNOs (and occupation numbers) for the C3v 
[BeH3Mg]
+ cation obtained with different methods. The BeMg axis runs from left to right. 
 
Figure S13. Symmetry-unique dominant valence LNOs (and occupation numbers) for the C3v 
[HeBeH3MgHe]
+ cation obtained with different methods. The BeMg axis runs from left 
to right. 
 
